V000 BRANCHPOINT: IF THIS IS NOT A SELF-RESPONDENT (A009 NOT 1), GO TO END OF MODULES
IF R IS ASSIGNED TO MODULE 3 (X009=3), CONTINUE ON TO V000
OTHERWISE, GO TO V000 BRANCHPOINT FOR MODULE 4

V000_ModuleIntro
Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few new questions.
Some questions may be similar to questions we have already asked you, but the researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

[IWER: If R refused before starting a module, ENTER 9. If R started to do a module and then changed his/her mind, ENTER 99]

1. R is willing
9. R refused at Module Intro  GO TO END OF MODULES
99. R refused after starting Module  GO TO END OF MODULES

V101 BRANCHPOINT: If R is female (X060=2), continue with V101. Otherwise, go to V121.

V101_BCEVERHAD
We would like to ask you a few more questions about mammograms to screen for breast cancer.
Have you ever been told by a health care provider that you have breast cancer?

1. Yes
5. No  GO TO V102
8. DK  GO TO V102
9. REF  GO TO V102

Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"BC: Breast cancer ever"

V119_BCYEARDIAGNOSED
In what year were you first diagnosed with breast cancer?

_________ YEAR

DK
RF

Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1900-2008
"BC: Year first diagnosed breast cancer"
I'm going to read a list of possible types of cancer treatments. Please tell me if you had any of these as part of your treatment for breast cancer.

1. Surgery?
   1. Yes
   5. No   GO TO V141
   8. DK   GO TO V141
   9. REF   GO TO V141

   Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
   /"BC: Surgery for breast cancer"

Did you have a lumpectomy or a mastectomy?

1. Lumpectomy
2. Mastectomy
3. (VOL:) Both
8. DK
9. REF

   Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1-3
   /"BC: Type of breast cancer surgery"

Did you have radiation therapy as part of your treatment for breast cancer?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

   Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
   /"BC: Radiation therapy for breast cancer"

Any chemotherapy?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

   Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
   /"BC: Chemotherapy for breast cancer"
V143_BCHORMONES
Any hormone treatments, such as tamoxifen?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*"BC: Hormone treatment for breast cancer"

V102 BRANCHPOINT: If R HAS EVER HAD BREAST CANCER (V101=1), GO TO V118.

V102_MAMMOGRAPHY2YRS
Have you had a mammogram to screen for breast cancer in the past two years, that is, since MONTH, YEAR 2 YEARS AGO?

1. Yes GO TO V105
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*"BC: Mammography past 2 years"

V103_DISCUSSMAMMOGRAM2YRS
Did you discuss having a mammogram with a health care provider in the past two years, that is, since MONTH, YEAR 2 YEARS AGO?

1. Yes GO TO V106
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*"BC: Discuss Mammography"

V104_EVERMAMMOGRAM
Have you ever had a mammogram to screen for breast cancer?

1. Yes GO TO V116
5. No GO TO V116
8. DK GO TO V116
9. REF GO TO V116

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*"BC: Ever had mammogram"
V105_DISCUSSMAMMOGRAM
Before you had a mammogram, did you discuss having the mammogram with a health care provider?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
“BC: Discuss before test”*

V106_BCWHORAISEDIDEA
Who first raised the idea of getting a mammogram? Was it you, or was it a health care provider?

1. Me
2. Health care provider
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 2
“BC: Person raising idea”*

V107_BCDISCUSSMULTHCP
Did you discuss mammograms with more than one health care provider?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
“BC: Discuss with more than 1 HCP”*

V108_BCDISCUSSEDPROS
How much [did the health care provider/did any of the health care providers] discuss with you the reasons to have a mammogram—a lot, some, a little or not at all?

1. A lot
2. Some
3. A little
4. None
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
“BC: Discussed pros”*
V109_BCDISCUSSEDCONS
How much [did the health care provider/did any of the health care providers] discuss with you the reasons not to have a mammogram—a lot, some, a little or not at all?

1. A lot
2. Some
3. A little
4. None
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"BC: Discussed cons"

V110_BCHCPOPINION
[Did the health care provider/Did any of the health care providers] express an opinion about whether or not you should have a mammogram?

1. Yes
5. No GO TO V112
8. DK GO TO V112
9. REF GO TO V112

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"BC: HCP express opinion"

V111_BCOPI Nuniontype
[Did the health care provider/Did the health care providers] think you should, or should not, have a mammogram?

1. I should have a mammogram
2. I should not have a mammogram
3. (VOL:) HCPs had different opinions
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1-3
*/"BC: HCP opinion type"

V112_BCPREFERENCEASKED
Did the health care provider/Did any of the health care providers] ask you what your preference was with regard to whether or not to have a mammogram?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"BC: Preference Asked"
V113_BCWOMADEDECISION
Who made the final decision whether or not to have a mammogram? Was it mainly your decision, mainly the health care [provider/s/providers'] decision, or did you and the health care [provider/providers] make the decision together?

1. Mainly my decision
2. Mainly the health care [provider/s/providers'] decision
3. We made the decision together
8. DK
9. RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 to 3
"BC: Person making decision"

V114_BCRISKPERCEPTION
Do you believe yourself to be at high risk, average risk, or low risk of getting breast cancer?

1. High risk
2. Average risk
3. Low risk
8. DK
9. RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 to 3
"BC: Risk Perception"

V115_BCFEARCANCER
On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means not at all important to you and 10 means extremely important, how important was the fear of getting breast cancer in your [IF V102=1: thinking/IF V103=1: decision] about whether or not to have a mammogram?

____________     Importance

DK
RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 0 to 10
"BC: Importance of fear of getting cancer"

V116_BCINTROKNOWLEDGE
I'd now like to ask you a couple of general questions about breast cancer. Please give me your best answer to each question.

IWER: Enter [1] to continue

1. Continue

*Question Type: Integer; Range 1
"BC: Introduction to Knowledge Questions"
V117_BCRISKDEATH
Out of every 100 women, about how many do you think will die of breast cancer?

__________ Women/Percent of women

DK
RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 0 to 100
/"BC: Knowledge about risk of dying”*

V118_BCDIAGNOSED
Out of every 100 women, about how many do you think will be diagnosed with breast cancer at some time in their lives?

__________ Women/Percent of women

DK
RF

*Question Type: Integer; Range 0 to 100
/"BC: Knowledge about diagnosed”*

V121_BRANCHPOINT: If R is male (X060=1), continue with V121. Otherwise, go to V150.

V121_PCEVERHAD
We would like to ask you a few more questions about PSA tests, which are blood tests to screen for prostate cancer. Have you ever been told by a health care provider that you have prostate cancer?

1. Yes
5. No GO TO V122
8. DK GO TO V122
9. REF GO TO V122

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
/"PC: Prostate cancer ever”*

V120_PCYEARDIAGNOSED
In what year were you first diagnosed with prostate cancer?

__________ Men/Percent of men

DK
RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1900-2008
/"PC: Year first diagnosed prostate cancer”*
I'm going to read a list of possible types of cancer treatments. Please tell me if you had any of these as part of your treatment for prostate cancer.

Surgery?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5*

"PC: Surgery for prostate cancer"

Radiation therapy?

1. Yes
5. No  GO TO V147
8. DK  GO TO V147
9. REF  GO TO V147

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5*

"PC: Radiation therapy for prostate cancer"

Did you have external beam radiation therapy?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5*

"PC: External beam radiation for prostate cancer"

Did you have implanted radioactive seeds as part of your treatment for prostate cancer?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5*

"PC: Implanted radioactive seeds for prostate cancer"
V148_PCCHEMOTHERAPY
Any chemotherapy?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"PC: Chemotherapy for prostate cancer"

V149_PCHORMONES
Any hormone treatments, such as androgen deprivation therapy?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"PC: Hormone treatment for prostate cancer"

V122 BRANCHPOINT: If R has ever had prostate cancer (V121=1), go to V138.

V122_PSA2YRS
Have you had a PSA test to screen for prostate cancer in the past two years, that is, since MONTH, YEAR 2 YEARS AGO?

1. Yes Go to V125
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"PC: PSA past 2 years"

V123_DISCUSSPSA2YRS
Did you discuss prostate cancer screening tests with a health care provider in the past two years, that is, since MONTH, YEAR 2 YEARS AGO?

1. Yes Go to V126
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
*/"PC: Discuss PSA test"
V124_EVERHADPSA
Have you ever had a PSA test?

1. Yes    GO TO V136
5. No     GO TO V136
8. DK     GO TO V136
9. REF    GO TO V136

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"PC: Ever had PSA test"

V125_EVERHADPSA
Before you had a PSA test, did you discuss having a PSA test with a health care provider?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"PC: Discuss before test"

V126_PCWHORAISEDIDEA
Who first raised the idea of getting a PSA test? Was it you, or was it a health care provider?

1. Me
2. Health care provider
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 2
"PC: Person raising idea"

V127_PCDISCUSSMULTHCP
Did you discuss PSA testing with more than one health care provider?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"PC: Discuss with more than 1 HCP"
V128_PCDISCUSSPROS
How much did [the health care provider/any of the health care providers] discuss with you the reasons to have a PSA test—a lot, some, a little or not at all?

1. A lot
2. Some
3. A little
4. None
8. DK
9. REF

Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"PC: Discussed pros"

V129_PCDISCUSSCONS
How much did [the health care provider/any of the health care providers] discuss with you the reasons not to have a PSA test—a lot, some, a little or not at all?

1. A lot
2. Some
3. A little
4. None
8. DK
9. REF

Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"PC: Discussed cons"

V130_PCHCPOPINION
[Did the health care provider/Did any of the health care providers] express an opinion about whether or not you should have a PSA test?

1. Yes
5. No  GO TO V132
8. DK  GO TO V132
9. REF  GO TO V132

Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5
"PC: HCP express opinion"

V131_BCOPINIONTYPE
[Did the health care provider/Did any of the health care providers] think you should, or should not, have a PSA test?

1. I should have a PSA test
2. I should not have a PSA test
3. (VOL:) HCPs had different opinions
8. DK
9. REF

Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1-3
"PC: HCP opinion type"
V132_PCREFERENCEASKED
[Did the health care provider/ Did any of the health care providers] ask you what your preference was with regard to whether or not to have a PSA test?

1. Yes
5. No
8. DK
9. REF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 and 5*

"PC: Preference Asked"

V133_PCWHOMADEDECISION
Who made the final decision whether or not to have a PSA test?

Was it mainly your decision, mainly the health care [provider's/providers'] decision, or did you and the health care [provider/providers] make the decision together?

1. Mainly my decision
2. Mainly the health care [provider's/providers'] decision
3. We made the decision together
8. DK
9. RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 to 3*

"PC: Person making decision"

V134_PCISKPERCEPTION
Do you believe yourself to be at high risk, average risk, or low risk of getting prostate cancer?

1. High risk
2. Average risk
3. Low risk
8. DK
9. RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 to 3*

"PC: Risk perception"

V135_PCFEARCANCER
On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means not at all important to you and 10 means extremely important, how important was the fear of getting prostate cancer in your [IF V122=1: thinking/ IF V123=1: decision] about whether or not to have a PSA test?

__________ Importance

DK
RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 0 to 10*

"PC: Importance of fear of getting cancer"
V136_PCINTROKNOWLEDGE
I'd now like to ask you a couple of general questions about prostate cancer. Please give me your best answer to each question.

IWER: Enter [1] to continue

1. Continue

*Question Type: Integer; Range 1
"PC: Introduction to knowledge questions"

V137_PCRISKDEATH
Out of every 100 men, about how many do you think will die of prostate cancer?

________ Men/Percent of men

DK
RF

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 0 to 100
"PC: Knowledge about risk of dying"

V138_PCDIAGNOSED
Out of every 100 men, about how many do you think will be diagnosed with prostate cancer at some time in their lives?

________ Men/Percent of men

DK
RF

*Question Type: Integer; Range 0 to 100
"PC: Knowledge about diagnosed"

V150_RESEARCH
Do you think that this country is doing too much, too little or about the right amount to support research on the prevention and treatment of [breast/prostate] cancer?

1. Too much
2. Too little
3. About the right amount
8. DK

*Question Type: Enumerated; Range 1 to 3
"Support for cancer research"

END OF MODULE 3— GO TO END OF MODULES